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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a 1937 paper, R. Brauer [l] defined [W-algebras 2ly) and 2Jy) 
depending on a positive integer f and a real variable x. He also showed 
that there are surjective algebra homomorphisms 
qy’: 2I p) + End& T/rwn) 
V’. 23 tZn) + End . f sp2.(w,(~f~2”)~ 
where End,(V) denotes the commuting algebra of G in End(V) for G a 
group and V a G-module. The algebra NJ”) was studied by Brown [2,3], 
who showed that 4:“) is an isomorphism if and only if n >f- 1. Further- 
more, if n c f - 1, 2IJ”) has a nonzero radical. 
To help understand certain algebra homomorphisms defined on the 
centralizer algebras End.“(,,( Tfiw”) and EndSp2nCRJ( Tfiw’“), the authors con- 
sidered the ring structure of the algebras ‘?Iy) and %p) for x an arbitrary 
real number. It sufftces to consider only 9Ip) since 23y) and a$-“) are 
isomorphic as algebras (see [6, Theorem 2.10)). 
In the previous paper [6], the authors showed that ‘%y)/Rad(Ny)) has a 
Wedderburn decomposition in which the matrix rings are indexed by pairs 
(A, p) with p a partition off and A a partition of some number m <f for 
which f-m is even. The matrix ring corresponding to the pair (A, p) has 
dimension r:,P, where rA,fl is the rank of a certain matrix Z(A, p)(x) (the 
matrices Z(A, p)(x) will be defined later in this paper in Definition 2.3). 
The radical of 2Iy) can also be described in terms of the matrices 
Z(A, p)(x). For each pair (A, cc) there is a subspace of Rad(%y)) of dimen- 
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sion 2n,,,r,+ - ni,,, where n,,, is the nullity of Z(n, x)(x) (see [6]). Thus 
the algebra structure of !I$ tX) depends only on the rank and nullity of the 
matrices Z(1, p)(x). 
The matrix Z(n, p)(x) is square with dimension 
where fA and f, are the dimensions of the irreducible Sym(m) and Sym(f) 
modules indexed by 1 and p and where L(p/q, A) is the number of 
Littlewood-Richardson fillings of p/q of type 1. Note that if L(&, I) is 
nonzero then tl must be a partition off-m. 
Even for small values off and m, the dimensions fn and f, are large and 
so the matrices Z(12, p)(x) are very big. Also the entries of Z(n, p)(x) are 
polynomials in x so any direct computation with these matrices is 
impossible. However, the authors devised complicated algorithms to take 
advantage of the symmetries in the matrices Z(n, p)(x) and were able 
(using supercomputer time supplied by the NSF) to compute the ranks and 
nullities of a large number of these matrices. These data lead one 
immediately to the following conjecture: 
Conjecture 1. The matrices Z(1, p)(x) are nonsingular unless x is an 
integer. 
Equivalently, the Brauer algebras 2Iy) and 23,:“’ are semisimple for non- 
integral values of x. Conjecture 1 was recently proved by H. Wenzl (see 
[ 111). His proof does not determine the roots of det(Z(I, p)(x)). 
For several reasons, the simplest case computationally is the one where ~1 
has exactly m = )I1 odd parts and these odd parts are distinct. In this case 
there is a unique even partition tl off - m which fits inside CL. Moreover, for 
this q we have L(p/q, A) =fA so dim(Z,,(x)) =f: f,. The authors put forth 
the following conjecture based on computational evidence. 
Conjecture 2. Suppose that ~1 has exactly m = 111 odd parts and that 
these odd parts are distinct. Then Z(J., p)(x) is a scalar h,,(x)Z, where 
hi,,(x) is a polynomial with integer roots. 
In [6] the authors proved this conjecture for m equal to 0 and 1 and 
found a simple description for the integral roots of h+Jx). For higher 
values of m, the authors were unable to guess the exact values of the roots 
of /iA,,( However, based on their computational evidence, R. P. Stanley 
in 1985 in a private communication correctly conjectured the roots of 
h,,,(x). In this paper we verify Conjecture 2 and prove that the roots of 
h,,,(x) are exactly those conjectured by Stanley. 
The algebras %y) and !$3$Q share a common basis. We refer to [6, 
481/1X/2-13 
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Sect. 21 for a description of this basis and the multiplication of basis 
elements in the algebra ‘9lp). We also refer to [6] for a definition of the 
map #“I from 2Iy’ to End,&T’“R”). 
In Section 2 we state Stanley’s conjectures and set up notation. In 
Section 3 we prove that a certain operator acts as a scalar and describe 
how to compute it. In Sections 4 and 5 we compute the trace of a 
connected operator acting on an appropriate vector space in two different 
ways. In Section 6 we prove Stanley’s conjectures. We conclude in Section 7 
with some consequences. 
2. STANLEY’S CONJECTURES 
Throughout this paper, m and k will denote nonnegative integers. In this 
section we will define a matrix Z,,,,(x). Stanley’s Conjectures determine 
certain eigenvalues and eigenspaces for Z,,,(x). These correspond to cer- 
tain eigenvalues and eigenspaces for the matrices T&Jx)~ defined in [6]. 
In order to define these matrices we need to define an m, k partial l-factor. 
DEFINITION 2.1. An m, k partial l-factor is a graph with f = m + 2k 
points and k 2-element lines having the property that every point has 
degree 0 or 1. 
Let Fm,k denote the set of m, k partial l-factors, and let i$,,+ be the real 
vector space with basis F,,,k. It is easy to check that 
IF,,A = dim iLk = 
If 6 is an m, k partial l-factor, then 6 has exactly m points of degree 0 
which are called the free points of 6. A labelled m, k partial l-factor is an 
m, k partial l-factor whose free points have been labelled with distinct 
numbers 1,2, . . . . m. The number of labelled m, k partial l-factors is 
IF,,J m!. We may order the f points of S and associate them with the 
integers 1,2, . . ..f. Suppose the free points are ai < t12 < ... <a,, where 
1 < ai <<f: If e E Sym(m), we obtain a labelled m, k partial l-factor by labell- 
ing ai with a(i). Moreover, any labelled m, k partial l-factor has this form 
for appropriate S and 0. 
Let V,,, be the real vector space 
V,,k = Sm,k C3h WSym(m)). 
V,,,k has a basis given by 
B ,,,={68a:6~F,,,,o~Sym(m)). 
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By mapping 6 0 o to the labelled m, k partial l-factor given by 6 with its 
free point ai labelled by a(i), we may consider V,,, to have as basis the 
labelled m, k partial l-factors. At times we will use these as a basis for 
V m,k, 
Let A, and A, be labelled m, k partial l-factors. We denote by A, + A, 
the graph obtained from the disjoint union of Al and A, by adding an edge 
from point i in A, to point i in A, for each i = 1,2, . . . . m + 2k. For example, 
if A 1 and A, are given by 
A,=! - f 
Then A, + AZ is 
1 3 2 
I L-L! Lf n-=@m 
1 3 2 
It is easy to see that Al + AZ is the disjoint union of some number 
y(A i, A,) of cycles together with m paths. Moreover the endpoints of every 
path are free points of A, or A,. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Define a symmetric bilinear form ( , ) on v,,,, as 
follows. For A, and A2 labelled m, k partial l-factors, 
y(dl,d2) if the endpoints of every path of 
(A,,A,)= A, + A, have the same label 
0 otherwise. 
Extend ( , ) to a bilinear form on Vm,k. 
Clearly (A 1, A z ) = (A *, A 1 ). In the example above, the endpoints of every 
path in A 1 + A2 do have the same label so (A I, A, ) = x. We are now ready 
t0 define the matrix z,&(x). 
DEFINITION 2.3. Define z,&(x) to be the Gram matrix of ( , ) with 
respect o the basis of v,,& g iven by the labelled m, k partial l-factors. 
The main problem addressed in this paper is the determination of certain 
eigenvalues and corresponding eigenSpaCeS of z,&(x). We pause now for 
an example. 
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EXAMPLE 2.4. Let m= k=2. The vector space V,,, has dimension 12 
with standard basis A, - A,, below. Each basis element is written on the 
left as a labelled 2,2 partial l-factor and on the right in the form 6 @ 0 with 
6 E F,,, and LT E Sym(2). 
A0 - : f ( - . l 1 @ (1P) 
4 - : : ( -. l ) @ (la 
A6 t - 1 (* - l 1 8 (l)(2) 
Aa !- : ( l w 1 8 (l)(2) 
A '? - 10 l (0 l - 1 @ (1x2) 
A 11 ? ! - (* l - ) Q W) 
The 12 x 12 matrix Z2.Jx) is obtained from the 6 x 6 matrix T2,2(x) given 
below by substituting (A 7) for e, (7 A) for (1, 2), and (g x) for 0: 
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As we will see, the matrix Z&x) is similar to the direct sum of two 6 x 6 
matrices denoted T,,z(x) and TB.*(x). These matrices and their eigen- 
values are given below: 
1 Xl1110 1x1101 1 
T,.,(- x) = 
11x011 
110x11 I I 1011x1 01111x 
Eigenoalues: x + 4 multiplicity 1 
X multiplicity 3 
x - 2 multiplicity 2 
X 1 -1 l-l 0’ 
1 x 1 1 0 -1 
TB,M= I -1 1 x 0 1 -1 1 1 o X 1 1 1 -1 0 -1 0 -1 l-l 1 x 1 x 1 
Eigenualues: (x + 3) multiplicity 3 
(x - 3) multiplicity 3 
Definition 2.2 defines the inner product ( , ) in terms of labelled m, k 
partial l-factors. At times, it will be necessary to compute this inner 
product in terms of the basis Bk,,. We explain how this is done in the next 
proposition. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let 6, and 6, be (unlabelled) m, k partial l-factors 
with free points tlr < 01~ c . . . < u, and /I1 < /?* < . . . < /I,,,, respectively. 
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Define ZI(6,, 6,) E Iw Sym(m) in the following way. Let Pi, . . . . P, be the m 
paths in 6, + 6, whose endpoints lie in {a,, . . . . a,, pi, . . . . /I,}. Then 
(1) ZI(6,, 6,) = 0 if any path has both endpoints in {aI, . . . . a,) or 
both endpoints in {p,, . . . . pm}. 
(2) Otherwise n(6,, 6,) = ZZ, where 17 is the unique permutation in 
Sym(m) with the property that the path having endpoint pi has other 
endpoint anCiJ for i= 1, 2, . . . . m. 
Define ~(6,) 6,) as before to be the number of cycles in 6, + &. The next 
proposition computes ( , ) in terms of the basis B,,,. It is 
straightforward to show that this definition of ( , ) agrees with our 
previous definition. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let 6,) ~3~ E F,+ and let aI, az E Sym(m). Then 
if a,md,, &)=a* 
otherwise. 
Define a left action (denoted -) of Sym(m) on V,,k by 
p.(6Q0)=6Qpa, 6EFWl,k, 0, P E Symb). 
It is clear from Proposition 2.6 that 
(p.(6,Qa,), p.(bQa,))= (6*0~,, bQa2), 
where rrr and (TV are in Sym(m) and 6, and 6, are in F,,,,k. 
PROpOSITION 2.7. (1) The matrix Z,,,(x) commutes with the action ., 
(2) If.3 is any left ideal of R (Sym(m)) then the subspace i’tjm,k@3 is 
a Z,,,(x)-invariant subspace of V+. 
Prooj: Statement (2) follows from statement (1). To prove statement 
(1) note 
(P ~znk(XV2Q~2)6,@~, 
= (Zm,k(X)(~*Q~2))6,~p-lo, 
{ 
X@l.62) if ~-la,ZZ(6,,&)=0~ = 
0 otherwise, 
(Zm,dX)(P~ (~*Q~*))hlzw, 
= (z,,k)(X)(6*Qpa*))~l~b, 
x(61.62) if (r,Z7(8,, 6,)=pa, = 
0 otherwise. 
As the two permutation conditions are equivalent, (1) follows. 
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There is a natural action of Sym(f) on labelled m, k partial l-factors. 
Suppose A is a labelled m, k partial l-factor with points 1, 2, . . ..f and 
z E Sym(f). Define zA to be the labelled m, k partial l-factor with lines 
($0, $A>, where (6 j> are the lines of A, with free points {r(k)}, where 
{k} are the free points of A, and where the label of z(k) is the same as the 
label of k in 6. Clearly Sym(f) permutes the basis B,,, of V,,, and acts as 
a permutation module. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. The matrix Z,,,(x) commutes with the action of 
Sym( f) defined above. 
ProoJ If A, and A, are two labelled m, k partial l-factors, it is clear 
from the definition of zAl, zAz, and ( , ) that (A,, AZ) = (zd,, ?A,). 
Indeed if (pi} is a path of A, + AZ, {TP~} is a path of TA, +zA,. As the 
label of r(p,) is the same as pi for pi a free point, the inner products are the 
same. Since Z,,,(x) is the Gram matrix according to the basis {Ai}, 
2~~Z,,~(x)7 is the Gram matrix according to {r(Ai)}. As (Ai, A,)= 
(TA,, zd,), these matrices are the same. 
We have defined actions of Sym(f) and Sym(m) on the set of B,,+ 
These actions commute by the next proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. The actions of Sym(f) and Sym(m) on Bm,k commute. 
That is, o -z(A) = $0. A) for any o E Sym(m), z E Sym(f ), and A E B,,,. 
Proof. The labelled m, k partial l-factor cr. A is the same as A except the 
label on the free point i of A, l(i), is changed to a(l(i)). The point T(i) in 
zo . A is labelled with o(l(i)). Also r(i) is a free point of TA labelled with l(i). 
It is labelled with a(l(i)) in D .7A. This shows the free points of d. r(A) and 
r(a . A) are the same and labelled the same. The remaining points and lines 
are not affected by 0. This completes the proof . 
By Proposition 2.9, the actions of Sym(m) and Sym(f) together give an 
action of the direct product Sym(m) x Sym( f ). By Propositions 2.7 and 2.8, 
the matrix Z,,,(x) preserves each (Sym(m) x Sym(f ))-isotypic component 
of Vm,k. 
The irreducible representations of Sym(m) and Sym(f) are indexed by 
partitions of m and f, respectively. So the irreducible representations of 
Sym(m) x Sym(f) are indexed by pairs (1, p), where 1 is a partition on m 
and p is a partition off: For such a pair, let V(n, p) be the (2, p)-isotypic 
component of V+ and let Z(& p)(x) be the restriction of Z,,,(x) to 
vu, PI. 
The Stanley Conjectures determine the eigenvalues of Z(& p)(x) for 
certain pairs (A, p). The pairs handled are those in which the partition p 
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has exactly m odd parts each one distinct from the others. The partition 
P = { l&9, 7, 6, 6, 392, 2) is such a partition for m = 3, k = 21. 
We show in the next section that Z(1, p)(x) is a scalar for the ,U we are 
considering. Stanley’s Conjectures determine the scalar which we denote 
h,,(x). The dimension of V(& p) can be determined using the Littlewood- 
Richardson Rule as we show in the next section. This information 
determines the eigenvalues completely for Z,,,(x) restricted to Vm,k. 
To state Stanley’s Conjectures more completely we use a partition p* of 
2k+ 2m =f+ m. This is obtained from p by increasing each of the m 
distinct odd parts of p by 1. Clearly ,u* is even. Now p* is a partition of 
2(k+m) with 0 odd parts and so we may form the polynomials h,,.(x). 
These were completely determined in [6, Sect. 31. We may now state 
Stanley’s Conjectures. 
Conjeture S. If p has exactly m odd parts, all distinct, then 
k,,(x) = ~&P(X)/~AX)~ 
where h,,.(x) and h,(x) are given explicitly below. 
The polynomials h,,.(x) were determined in [6, Sect. 31 in terms of a 
grid A which has nonzero entries of c0 = 2j - i - 1 in the (i, 2j) positions. If 
the diagram for p* is placed on the grid, h,,.(x) = n(x + cii) for the m + k 
values (i, 2j) within the diagram for p*. 
The polynomial h,(x) divides h,,,,(x) and depends only on A. For 
integral values of x larger than m, h,(x) = dim v”(x)ZZ/z+ where V”(x) is 
the irreducible O,(R) module indexed by 1. The h, are the hook lengths of 
the diagram A and as usual m! = 17h,fi, where fi is the degree of the 
irreducible Sym(m) representation, S”, indexed by 1. A specific formula for 
h,(x) is given by 
h,(x) = II(x + A,). 
There is a term 1, for each of the m pairs (i, j) within the diagram for 1. 
Here 
J,=i+j-n;-J,j-2 if i<j 
l,=li+lj-i-j if i>j, 
where 1’ is the transpose partition to 1. 
We will use some further notation throughout the paper. In particular 
we will need a matrix T,,,Jx) whose rows and columns are indexed by m, k 
partial l-factors and with entries permutations in Sym(m). The (Si, Si) 
entry of Tm,k(~) is x yca1~6~)Z7(6. Sj). We continue to denote a fixed partition 
off with exactly m distinct aid parts by p and its even extension to f + m 
points by p*. 
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3. RESTRICTION OF Z,,,(x) TO CERTAIN SUBSPACES 
Recall from Section 2 that B+ is the vector space with basis the set of 
labelled m, k partial l-factors. The space $Jm,k is a module for commuting 
actions of Sym(f) and Sym(m). Moreover Z,,,(x) is a linear trans- 
formation on gm,k commuting with both of these actions. An earlier 
conjecture of these authors asserts that Z,,,(x) is a scalar when restricted 
to certain isotypic components of sm+ This is shown to be correct in this 
section. Stanley’s Conjectures determine the value of the scalar. 
We begin with some facts from representation theory. They involve 
representations for any finite group and will be used for the representations 
of Sym(f) and Sym(m) on iJ,,,k. Proofs can be inferred from many books 
on representation theory [S]. 
Suppose G is a finite group and Y an absolutely irreducible represen- 
tation. Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space on which G acts. The 
Y-isotypic component of I/ is the sum of all invariant subspaces on which 
the restriction is isomorphic to Y. Denote this I/,. Then dim V,= r dim Y 
for some r called the multiplicity of Y. There is a central idempotent E in 
the group ring corresponding to Y for which Vy= sV. Furthermore, 
E = CQ, where si is a primitive idempotent and ,sisj = 0 for i # j. These si can 
be chosen in different ways. There are dim Y such si in any decomposition. 
The subspaces q V all have dimension r and are linearly disjoint. This 
means Y, = @ C si V. 
Suppose now T is a linear transformation on V which commutes with 
the action of G. Then T(E, V) & si V. Furthermore the restriction of T to Ei V 
is similar to the restriction of T to ej V by a fixed isomorphism between Ei C’ 
and .sj V. This means that if a group H acts on I/ and commutes with G 
acting on V, the restrictions of H to si V are similar representations. 
These results apply to Sym(k) for any k. Let q be a partition of k and S” 
the irreducible corresponding to q. If f, is its degree, there are f, standard 
Young tableaux of shape q. For a discussion see [7] or [9]. If t is a 
standard Young tableau (abbreviated SYT) of shape q let yI and pI be the 
subgroups of Sym(f) which stabilize the entries in the columns of t and the 
rows of t, respectively. Let C, and R, be the elements in the group algebra 
R Sym(f) given by 
C,=C (sgna)a 
=Yl 
Et= (f,/fW,&. 
Then E, is called the Young Symmetrizer associated to t. The f,, Young 
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symmetrizers corresponding to f, SYTs of shape u are a full set of primitive 
orthogonal idempotents summing to the central idempotent E,, corre- 
sponding to S”. See [7] or [9]. 
We summarize these results in the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose V is a Sym(k) module, q a partition of k, and 
Sv is the corresponding irreducible. Suppose T is a linear transformation on V 
commuting with the action of Sym(k). If t is an SYT of shape q, let 
V, = E, V. Then the ST-isotypic component is spanned by the f, linearly dis- 
joint subspaces V,. The dimension of V, is r, the multiplicity. Furthermore 
TV, E V, and the restriction of T to V, is similar to its restriction to V,., by a 
fixed isomorphism from V, to V,,. 
We will apply Proposition 3.1 to the Sym(f) and Sym(m) actions on 
5 m,k* As a Sym(f)-module, 5, k is a transitive permutation module on 
B m,k, the set of labelled m, k partial l-factors. If A is a labelled m, k partial 
l-factor, let H, be the stabilizer in Sym(f) of A. Clearly Hd fixes the free 
points of d and permutes the remaining points by a subgroup Kd that 
permutes the lines. Let Sym(m) be the subgroup of Sym(f) permuting the 
free points of A and fixing the rest. Let Sym(2k) be the subgroup of Sym(f) 
fixing the free points and permuting the rest. Then Kd is a subgroup of 
Sym(2k) and H, = Kd x I, where I is the identity in Sym(m). Now as a 
Sym( f )-module 
(3.2) %,,,k = l, T?;(y), 
where 1, is the trivial H,-module. 
We may induce from H, = K, x Z to Sym(2k) x Sym(m) and then to 
Sym(f) [S]. It is shown in [9, Ex. 5, p. 451 that 
Also i,f~ym(m)~~C1rmf~~ as this is the regular representation. 
that 
(3.3) 
It follows 
The Littlewood-Richardson Rule [7] gives a method for determining the 
irreducible constituents of 
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We now return to our fixed partition p of S with exactly m odd parts all 
distinct. There is a unique partition p. of 2k with p. < p. This is clearly the 
same as p except the m odd parts are decreased by 1. The Littlewood- 
Richardson Rule states that the multiplicity of SJ’ in 
In this case it is an integer L(,u/~~, A) which depends on the skew shape 
p/pa. But l/p0 has m boxes in distinct rows and columns. Because of this, 
L(p, po) =fn. It follows from the above that the multiplicity of S’ in s,,+ is 
C (fa)* = m!. 
By Proposition 3.1, the S”-isotopic component of s,,,k decomposes as a 
sum off,, copies of a fixed Sym(m) module of dimension m!. We will show 
this is the regular representation. To do so we may use any one of the f,, 
subspaces E, I/ and show its restriction to E, I/ is the regular representation. 
We begin by defining an m,k partial l-factor associated to a standard 
Young tableau. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let t be a standard Young tableau of shape p. By 6, we 
mean the unlabelled m, k partial l-factor with edges joining fi,2j- 1 to ti, 2j 
for 2<2j<pi. 
Note that the free points of 6, are exactly the nodes t,,,,, for ri a row of 
odd length in p. For example, if p = 531 and t is 
1 3 4 8 9 
t=2 6 7 
5 
Then 
Note that the dot action of Sym(m) on the subspace V, = 
(6, @ T E Sym(m)) is the regular representation. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let t be any standard Young tableau of shape p. Then 
(A) Zf a and z are distinct elements of Sym(m) the coefficient of S,@ T 
in E,(6,@o) is 0. 
(B) The coefficient of a,@ a in (m!/f,,)E,(G,@o) is positive. 
Proof. We first prove (A). It is helpful to draw a picture of 6,@ cr with 
points arranged in the Ferrer’s diagram of p and labelled according to the 
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standard Young tableau t. The lines of 6, are then in the positions 
{(i,2j-l), (i,2j)} for2<2j<pi. Thefreepointscr,<a,< ... <a,arein 
the positions (ri, ,q) for 1 < i < m. Assume ri < r2 < . . . -C r,,, . The free point 
in position (ri, pi) is one of the aj. Suppose it is ayCiJ, where y is a 
permutation in Sym(m). The label of this point in 6,@a is then cry(i). 
The corresponding arrangement for t above would be 
Here a1 = 5, a2 = 7, a3 = 9, and y = (1,3). 
Let a E y, and /3 E pt and suppose that E/?(c~, @a) = S, @ r. We will show 
that C=Z, sgn(a)=l, /G~,@cJ=~,@~J, and a(6,@~)=o,Oa. 
Suppose then that a/?(S,@ g) = 6,@ r for CJ fr. The free points in 
positions {ri, pi} must be permuted amongst themselves in some nontrivial 
way as the label tr(i) # q(i) for some i. But if a/?((ri, pi)) is the comer 
(rj, pj), then j> i as /? moves the position horizontally and a could only 
move downwards if its image is to be a corner. Only the identity moves 
all (ri, pi) to (ri, Eli) with j> i and so if a/3(6,@ a) = 6,@ t, o = T. If 
a/?(s, @ a) = 6, @ 6, it is clear from this discussion that a and /.I both fix the 
free points of 6,. This proves (A). 
So [T = r and the free points of 6,@ G are fixed by both /? and a. Next we 
note that /3 must fix 8,. Otherwise in some row we would have adjacent 
points in /3(S, @ 0) in columns r < s, where r, s are not of the form r = 2j - 1 
and s = 2j. Hence aB(6, @ 0) has adjacent points, one in column r, and one 
in column s. This contradicts a/3(8, @ a) = 6, @ g. 
We now have that @(S, @ a) = 6,6 0 so a(b, @I g) = 6, @(r. Therefore if a 
takes the point in row i, column 2j- 1 to the point in row i’, column 
2j- 1, it also takes the point in row i, column 2j to the point in row i’, 
column 2j. In other words, a acts identically on columns 2j- 1 and 2j. 
In particular the number of inversions of a is even so sgn(a) = 1. This 
completes the proof of(B). 
Using Lemma 3.5 we can write down a particularly good basis for the 
P-isotypic component of gmgk. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let B be the set 
B = {E,(d, @ a): t is an SYTofshape p, 0 E Sym(m)}. 
Then B is a basis for the SP-isotypic component of Bm,k. 
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Proof: By Proposition 3.1 we need only show the set {E,(6,@ a): 
0 E Sym(m)} is linearly independent. This follows immediately from 
Lemma 3.5. 
For each SYT t of shape p, let X, be the subspace of B,,+ generated by 
the E,(~,@u) for (TE Sym(m). Clearly X, is invariant under Sym(m) and 
Z,,,(x) by Proposition 3.1. 
We are now prepared to prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let p be as above and let 1 be a partition of m. Let CA., 
denote the S”-isotypic component (under the dot action of Sym(m)) of the 
S”-isotypic component of g,,,k. Then Z,,,(x) restricted to CA+ is a scalar 
which we denote hA,,(x)Z. 
Proof: Choose a standard Young tableau t of shape p and let CA,, 
denote the S”-isotypic component of X,. By Proposition 3.1 it is enough to 
show that Z,,,(x) is a scalar on CA,, (the scalar will be independent of t by 
Lemma 3.4(B)). Write out Z,Jx)(E,(b,@e)) as 
(3.8) Z,,k(xW,(~,O e)) = 1 c,(xM~,@ u). 
0 
Let K be the coefficient of 6,630 in E,(6,@a) (by Lemma 3.5(B), IC is a 
positive integer independent of 6). By Lemma 3.5(A) and (B), KC,(X) 
equals the coefficient of 6,@a in Z,,,(x)(E,(G,@e)). 
We defined c,(x) to be the coefficient of E,(J,@a) in Z,,,(x)(E,(G,@e)). 
We will show that c,(x) is also the coefficient of E,(6,@az) in 
Z,,,(x)(E,(G,@t)) for all z. To do so, it is enough (by Lemma 3.4) to 
show that the coeff’cient of 6,@ GT in Z,,,(X)(E,(G,@T)) is independent 
of ‘F. We prove this by showing that the coefficient of 6,@ ut in 
Z,,,(x)(sgn(a)ap(G,6~)) is independent of r for all /?EP~, Amy,. 
Fix /?EP, and ~1~7,. Recall that y=y(c$(b,@r), 6,@ot) is independent 
of z. The coefficient of 6,@ 07 in Z,,,(x)(afl(6,@r)) is either sgn(a)xY or 0 
depending on whether or not for each i, the point labelled i in a/?(s,@z) is 
joined to the point labelled i in (6,@ r). But the point labelled in i in 
ajl(s,@ r) is the point labelled z-‘i in a/?(br@e). Similarly the point 
labelled i in 6,@ or is the point labelled r-‘i in 6,@ u. So the condition on 
whether this coeffkient is or is not 0 can be restated as: 
(c) for all i, the point labelled j in a/l(b,@e) is joined to the point 
labelled j in 6,O u. 
Clearly this condition (c) is independent of z so the coefficient of 6, @I uz 
in Z,,,Jx)(B, @ T) is independent oft. 
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So for all r we have 
Tn,k(X)(E,(~, 0 t)) = c cAx)Et(~tO 07) 
L7 
(3.9) 
Therefore Z,,,(x) equals left dot action by C, c,(x)cr. 
This means that Z,,,(x) is in the left-regular representation but also 
commutes with the left-regular epresentation. So Z,,,(x) is in the center of 
the group algebra hence acts as a scalar on the S”-isotypic component. In 
our case this S”-isotypic component is exactly CA,, and so the result 
follows. 
The proof of Theorem 3.7 shows how to compute the h,,(x). Let 
rr,, . . . . gs be representatives of the conjugate classes of Sym(m) and let 
k r, . . . . k, be their sizes. Let xI be the character associated to S” and let 
wn(aj) =kjx~.(~jh!!~. 
COROLLARY 3.10. There are polynomials pi(x), . . . . p,(x) for which 
h,t,p(x) = C ad(oj)Pj(x). 
Proof. Let p,(x) = C,(x) and let Ki = I,,-,,, (r. As C,,(x) = C,(x) for 
CJ-bj, 
C Co(x)0 = C PAX)Ki* 
0 1 
It is a standard result (see [S]) that Ki acts on a l-homogeneous com- 
ponent as the scalar wl(tri). The result follows from (3.9). 
Remark. The (ai) are integers because on(oi) is rational and the ol(ci) 
are algebraic integers by [S]. 
4. THE DECOMPOSITION OF PiFF 
In this section, we state without proof some known facts about the 
decomposition of T’IW” as a module for Sym(f), GI,(R), and O,(R). We 
assume throughout that x is an integer greater than 2f: 
We begin by setting notation, some of which has been used already in 
Sections 2 and 3. Let e , , . . . . e, be the standard basis for Rx, and let ( ., .) be 
the standard Euclidean inner product on R”. Take O,(R) to be the 
orthogonal group of all nonsingular linear transformations of R” pre- 
serving ( ., .). 
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We will consider actions of the groups Sym(f), GI,(R), and O,(W) on 
subspaces of T/Iw”. The action of Sym(f) will be by permutation of tensor 
positions whereas the actions of G/,(R) and 0,. R) will be the 
diagonalization of their actions on IV. In other words, for A E G/,(R) or 
A E O,(R) and ul, . . . . U,E R”, 
A: Ul@ ... OUJ-, (Au,)6 ... @(AUJ). 
It is clear that the action of Sym(f) commutes with the actions of G/,(R) 
and O,(R). 
For q a partition off, let S”, V, and I”’ denote the irreducible modules 
for Sym(f), GI,(lR), and O,(R) indexed by q. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. As a GI,( IW)-module, TflP decomposes as 
Moreover, the f,, subspaces E,TJIRx (t an SYT of shape q) span the 
WV-isotypic component of TJl%“. 
Proposition 4.1 is a classical result due to Schur (see Weyl [ 12, 
pp. 127-1361). It is possible to state this proposition more generally so that 
an actual basis is identified for the copy of w given by E, Tflw”. However, 
the statement above is sufficient for our purposes. 
For each standard Young tableau t of shape q we let W(t) denote the 
irreducible GI,(R)-module E, T/II”. We need the decomposition of W(t) 
under the orthogonal group O,(R). The next proposition is alluded to in 
Weyl’s book (see [ 12, pp. 149-1591). See El-Samra and King [4] for a for- 
mal statement. An algebraic proof can be found in Koike and Terada [S] 
and a combinatorial proof is given in Sundaram [lo]. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. As an O,( [w) module, W(t) decomposes as 
where L(q/$, A) is the number of Littlewood-Richardson fillings of q/q’ 
having type I. 
Let Wk(t) denote 
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SO W(t) = W,,(t) 2 w,(t) 2 IV,(t) 2 . . . Also let W,(q) be defined by 
where the sum is over all standard Young tableaux 
Uk be 
Uk = c W/c(v). 
v-f 
I of shape q. Last, let 
So Tf(W)= U,z U, 2 U,z . . . is a filtration of Tf( RX). We need to iden- 
tify the pieces of this filtration more explicitly. Again the answer is in 
Weyl’s book (see [12, pp. 149-1533). 
For each k, let 6,(k) denote the m, k partial l-factor with edges from 
2i- 1 to 2i for i = 1,2, . . . . k and free points 2k + 1, . . . . 2k + m (here 
m =f- 2k). For each m, k partial l-factor 6 let Z7, denote a permutation 
satisfying 
with the property that 17, maps the free points of 6, to the free points of 6 
in order (i.e., smallest to smallest, etc.). 
DEFINITION 4.3. For each m, k partial one factor 6, define a multilinear 
map from TT!” to Tfiw” (denoted u --, 6 au) by 
SQu=lI* 
( 
,c, (ei,Oei,)O(ei,@ei,)@ ... @(eik@eik)@u>. 
. , 
LEMMA 4.4. For each m, k partial l-factor 6, the map u + 6 @u is an 
O,(R)-module injection of T’W” into Tfiw”. 
Proof. By definition of O,(R) we have 
A (TetQei)=(TeiQei). 
so 
A(aQu)=An, ((F (eilQei,))Q ... “(F (eikQeik))Qu) 
=Z7* A c( .@e. @ ( (i, e,, ,,)) ... QA(F(eikQeik))QAU) 
=d@Au. 
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PROPOSITION 4.5. For all k >, 0, the subspaces 6 @I T”R” (6 an m, k 
partial l-factor) span the subspace U,. 
For the rest of this section we fix p a partition off having exactly m rows 
of odd length. We also assume that these m odd rows of p have distinct 
lengths. We saw in Section 3 that for such a p there is a unique even 
partition pLg H 2k with p,, E p. For this p,,, 
Let r, < r2 < ... < r,,, be the rows of p having odd lengths. The rn boxes 
with coordinates (ri, 11,) will be called the free boxes of p. Let t, be the 
standard Young tableau of shape p having the numbers 2k + 1, . . . . 2k + m 
in the free boxes (from top to bottom) and the numbers 1,2, . . . . 2k filling 
the remaining boxes from left to right, top to bottom. For example, if m = 3 
and p = 7431 then to is 
1 2 3 4 5 6 13 
7 8 9 10 
11 12 14 
15 
According to Propositions 4.2 and 4.5, the space Wk(tO) = E,,(6 @ TmW) 
decomposes under the action of O,(R) as 
We will need a description of these fA copies of V’. 
Define an action of Sym(m) on Wk(to) (called the dot action) by 
0 . (Et&% C3 u)) = Et&do (23 au). 
Note that this action of Sym(m) commutes with the action of O,(R). 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let p, t,,, and Wk(tO) be as above. Then 
(A) Wk(tO) is an O,(R)-submodule of W(to) isomorphic to 
W/c(b)= 2 fJ”. 
d-m 
(B) Zf s is a standard Young tableau of shape I then 
E,(&, 63 6% TmW) = Es. Eo(&,C3 Tn’W) 
481/121/2-14 
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is an O,(R)-submodule of Wk(tO) isomorphic to VA. Moreover these fi sub- 
modules pan the V’ isotypic component of Wk(tO). 
(C) Under the dot action of Sym(m), the VA-isotypic component of 
Wk(tO) decomposes as dim Va copies of the irreducible S”. 
5. A TRACE COMPUTATION 
In this section we define a linear transformation and compute its trace in 
two different ways when acting on an appropriate subspace. This gives us a 
formula which leads in the next section to a proof of Stanley’s Conjectures. 
We continue to assume that x is a positive integer greater thanj: 
We recall from [6, Sect. 21 the definition of the algebra %y) and the map 
qpy) from 2Ip) to EndoXcR,( T~UP). The algebra ‘9ly) contains ideals %y)(r) 
generated by basis elements with at least r horizontal lines in the top and 
the bottom row. Generators with no horizontal lines generate a subalgebra 
isomorphic to the group ring of Sym(f ). If e is in Sym(f ), the 
corresponding element in 91f cX) has a vertical line joining i in the bottom to 
a(i) in the top. Its image under 40:“) permutes the tensor positions 
according to 6. 
If 6EF,,,k, let 606 @e be the element in ‘%y) whose top and bottom 
have the same horizontal lines as 6 and whose vertical lines join each free 
point in the top to the identical point in the bottom. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Define FE SF)(k) and TE EndoX(,,( T/Iwx) by 
f= C 6@6@e 
6 E Fmk 
T= cp:“‘( 5. 
It is clear that 0. f- (r -’ = f for any e E Sym(f ). So T commutes with the 
action of Sym(f) on TrRx. In particular the subspace Wk(t,,) defined in 
Section 4 is T invariant. We need the following computation. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let 6, be an m, k partial l-factor and let u E T”R”. Then 
where XE U,,,. The matrix T,,,,(x) was defined at the end of Section 2. 
ProoJ First let ei = ei, Bei,@ . . . 8 ei, be a pure tensor of basis 
elements of R” and let 6 be an m, k partial l-factor. We use the definition 
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of #)(6 @ 6 @ e) to compute the coefficient of ej, @ .. . 6 ej, in 
Cpy)(S Q 6 Q e)ei. 
This coefficient is 0 unless the following three conditions are met: 
(Cl) i, = ib whenever a is adjacent to b in 6. 
(C2) i, =j, whenever a is a free point of 6. 
(C3) i==j, whenever a is adjacent to b in 6. 
If these three conditions are met then the coefficient is 1. 
Let f, 4 < ... <fm be the free points of 6. Then conditions (Cl)-(C3) 
yield 
(p~)(6Q)6Qee)ei= SQ(i,Q -.. Q&J if (Cl) is satisfied 
0 if (Cl ) is not satisfied. 
In particular q$)(b @ 6 @ e): 7%” + 6 Q T”R” and so T acts on U,. 
We now consider (p:x)(6 @ 6 @ e)(6,@ (e,, @ . . . @ eAm)) = Y. We will 
compute Y in terms of the structure of the graph 6 u 6,. Let s be the num- 
ber of paths whose endpoints are both free points of 6. Write out these s 
paths as 
a(i) =p(li), pp, . . . . $0 = b(i) (i= 1, 2, . . . . s). 
Here p$)-, is adjacent to ~$1 in 6, and ~$5) is adjacent to p$)+, in 6. 
There are also s paths whose endpoints are both free points of 6,. Write 
out these s paths as 
cc’) = qp, q$O, . .. . q;! = d(i) (i = 1, 2, . . . . s), 
where q$y- I is adjacent to q$ in 6 and q$ is adjacent to q&j+ 1 in 6 1. 
Besides these paths there are m - 2s paths having one endpoint fci) a free 
point of 6, and the other endpoint gci) a free point of 6. Write out these 
paths as 
f(i) = rU) +i) 1 , 2 ,..., rg)=g(‘) (i=l,2 ,..., s), 
where r$!- i is adjacent to r$) in 6 and r$J is adjacent to r$;)+ I in 6 1. 
Last, there are y = ~(6 1, 6) cycles which we write as 
#) sU) , , 2 , . . . . sz)=sy) (i= 1,2, . . . . y) 
with SC’! 4 _ i adjacent o S$ in 6 i and s!J adjacent o sp+ I in 6. For example, 
the paths for the 3, 6 partial l-factors below have been labelled accord- 
ingly. 
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6 
q, 92 q_3 =‘12 
E d 
There is one path of each type. 
Note that 6, @ (e,, 0 -. . 0 eA,,J is a sum of xk terms as there are x 
choices for every edge E of 6i of an ei to be put at either end of E. Each of 
these terms ei, @ ... @eir contributes a 0 or a 1 to the coefficient of 
eil @ . . . @ej, in Y depending on whether or not conditions (Cl)-(C2) are 
met. Our next step is to express conditions (Cl)-(C3) in terms of the path 
and cycle structure of 6 u 6 i . 
Condition (Cl) holds if and only if i, = i, for the u and u listed in 
(Al-(D): 
(A) u = p$) and u = p$)+ , for all t and j. 
(B) u=q$)-, and u=q$j for all t and j. 
((3 u = r$-, and u = r&) for all t and j. 
(D) u = s$) and u = s$)+ i for all t and j. 
On the other hand, by the definition of 6,@ (e,, @ . . . 8 en,,,) we have i, = i, 
for the u and u listed in (A’)-(D’) below: 
(A’) u = p$’ i and u =p$) for all t and j. 
@‘I u = q$) and u = q$)+ 1 for all t and j. 
(C’) u=r$) and u=rW *,+ i for all f and j. 
P’) u = s$‘_ i and u = s$$) for all t and j. 
In other words, condition (Cl) holds if and only if the function i, is 
constant on the paths and cycles of 6 u 6,. 
Note that i,(,) and id(,) are taken from the set {A,, . . . . A,>. Hence these 
indexes are the same for every term of 6,@ (el, @ .-- @e,,,,). Condition 
(Cl) states that ic(,) and id(,) must be equal. If this fails to be true for some t 
then condition (Cl ) fails for every term of 6, @ (e,, @ . . . @ e,J and every 
eil @ . . . @ ei/. In this case Y = 0. 
Assume that i,~ = id(,) for all t. Then the terms of 6i @ (el, @ --. @ ek,,,) 
which satisfy condition (Cl) are easily identified and counted. The constant 
value of i, over the path from a (‘) to b(‘) is arbitrary. So there are x choices 
for each of these paths giving xS choices in total. The value of i, on the path 
from cc’) to d(l) must be i,(,) = id(,). There is only one choice here. The value 
of i, on the path fromf”’ to g(‘) must be i00. Again only one choice. Last, 
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the value of i, on each cycle is arbitrary. So there are xy choices on the 
cycles. In total there are xy+’ terms of 6, @ (e,, @ ... BeAm) which may 
contribute to the coefficient of ej, 6 . . . 0 e,]. 
For condition (C2) to hold it is necessary and sufficient that 
(E) ja(,l = i,~ and jbcl) = iblr) for all t and 
(F) jg(,) = ig(,) = i,~ for all t. 
Recall that i,~= ib(,) (in order for (Cl) to be satisfied) but the choice of 
their common value is arbitrary. So (E) is equivalent to 
(E’) ja(‘) = j6(,) for all t. 
Last, for condition (C3) to hold we must have j, =j, whenever u is 
adjacent to u in 6. 
Let 8 be the m - 2s, k + s partial l-factor obtained from 6 by adding an 
edge from a(” to b(‘) for all t. Combining conditions (C3) and (E’) we have 
where the ui are chosen so that (F) holds. It is immediate from (*) that if 
s>O then YE Uk+l. 
Assume s = 0 so d= 6. It is easy to check that 
so 
Recall that y =y(6,6,) so xyZ7(6, 6,)= (T,,,(x)),,,. So for all 6 and all 
u E T”[W” we have either 
or 
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The result follows immediately. 
This lemma gives the following very important theorem. Recall that p is 
a partition off having exactly m rows of odd length, and that these m rows 
have distinct lengths. Also recall the canonical standard Young tableau to 
of p defined in Section 4. Let t be a standard Young tableau of shape ,u. 
The space w(t) was defined above Proposition 4.2. Let 2 be a partition 
of m. 
THEXIREM 5.3. With the notation above, T restricted to the VA-isotopic 
component of W(t) is a scalar. Moreover the scalar is hA,,(x)Z. 
Proof: It follows immediately from Proposition 4.2 and the conditions 
on p that 
W(t)n Uk+, =o. 
Also as observed earlier, T preserves W(t) so by Lemma 5.2, 
W,,@oQu))=JG, c ~Q(Tm,,(x)),,,u . 
s > 
Assume u is a pure tensor e,, Q ... @eAn. We saw in Section 3 
(Theorem 3.7) that if e,, is replaced by the integer i then 
for all standard Young tableaux s of shape ,l.. It follows immediately that 
the analogous result is true when the distinct labels 1,2, . . . . m are replaced 
by e,, , . . . . eA,,, (lthough both sides may be 0). In other words, 
for all standard Young tableaux s of shape II. The theorem now follows 
from Proposition 4.6(B). 
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COROLLARY 5.4. Let o be a permutation in Sym(m) and let aT be the 
linear transformation of U,( to) obtained by first applying T and applying the 
dot action of o. Then we have 
where xi is the irreducible Sym(m) character indexed by 1. 
ProoJ: By Proposition 4.6(A) we have 
By Theorem 5.3, T restricted to fn V’ is the scalar hA,,(x). So 
By Proposition 4.6(C), fn V’ as a Sym(m)-module is isomorphic to dim V’ 
copies of S”. So 
Tr&o) = (dim VI) Tr,l(a) = (dim V’)x”(a). 
This completes the proof. 
We now compute Tr u&oT) in a different way. Stanley’s conjecture will 
follow from equating that computation with the one given above. 
We have defined 6, to be m, k partial l-factor with lines joining 
(2i - 1,2i} for 1 < i < k. The free points are 2k + 1, . . . . 2k + m. Let S,* be 
the (m f k) l-factor with points 1 < i 6 2(m + k) and with lines the same as 
6, plus (2k +j, 2k +j+ m}, 1 <jr m. Let t,j’ be the standard Young 
tableau of shape p* which is the same as t,, except the (ri, pli+ 1) position 
contains 2k + i + m. Recall that the (ri, Pi,) position contains 2k + i. Let y;; 
and pi; be the subgroup of the corresponding column and row stabilizers 
fixing the (ri, ,u,, + 1) entries for 1 F i < m. 
For r~ in Sym(m) define an action on S,* mapping k + m +j to 
k + m + (r(j). This means S,* has lines joining { 2i - 1,2i} for 1~ i < k and 
{ 2k + j, 2k + m + a(j)}. We also denote by ( , ) the inner product on the 
space of 0, m + k partial l-factors. We will be interested in the sum 
(5.5) 
We have already computed this if r~ = e. Indeed it is a multiple of 
h ++, +Jx) by [3, Sect. 31. If ~7 #e it is 0 by the following proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 5.6. Suppose CJ E Sym(m), CJ # e. Then 
C sgn(a)(a&a.b$), G> =O, 
where UEQ and PEP:,:. 
Proof: We choose an i < j for which a(i) = j. This is possible as u is not 
the identity. For a fixed (a, 8) we. will exhibit a matching (a’, /?‘) which 
gives a term with the same power of x but with opposite sign. The term for 
(~4, p’) is matched with (CI, /I?) and so the sum over all (c(, /3) is 0. As in 
[6, Sect. 33 we may think of the lines S,* and ad,* drawn inside p*. Pick a 
/? E pi;. The r, th an r,th rows of flu . b,* are as follows: 
Label the point in the P,~+ 1 position of the r,th row by a and the point 
joined to it by b. As tl, b do not move this point, b is within the borders 
of #u. 
The easiest case is when b is in the same column as a. Suppose a(b) is in 
row k. Clearly k < rj. Let o be the permutation in 7:; which interchanges 
all elements to the left of a in the r,th row with the corresponding elements 
above them in the k th row. As there are an odd number of columns to 
the left of a, in fact p,,, sgn(o) = - 1. We will pair c@oS,$ with wc$?oS,*. 
Clearly sgn(oa) = -sgn u. To see how (wcr/?6~, 8:) and (a@:, 8:) 
compare we note that if yS$=Sz, then (yS:, 8$)= (6:, 6:). Let o* 
be the permutation interchanging the entire r,th row, including a, with 
the terms in the kth row directly above them. Clearly o*B$ = 8: and 
o*= w(a, a*), where a* is in the position above a in the kth row. Now 
(o*oagas~, S,*) = ((a, a*) tl#ldSg*, a,*>. 
But in a/%~?$, u and a* are joined and so (a, a*) cq!?aS$ = cr/?oS,*. The 
terms are identical and opposite in sign. As wo is the identity, the same 
pair is determined by oa/?o~$ . 
Suppose b is not directly above a. Let C be above a in row ri and 
suppose c is joined to d. Let a(d) =a* and again define o to be the 
permutation interchanging terms to the left of a in row rj with the 
corresponding terms above them in the kth row containing u*. Now pair 
a/?&$ with oa(bd)@cS$. Again sgn(oa) = -sgn(@) and again we may 
multiply on the left by o* leaving us with (a, u*)a(bd)j?a~3~. 
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ct(db)&n5t) 
It is clear that (a, a*)cc(b, d)flcrS$ gives the same inner product as cl@@. 
The term oa(d, b)j?o$ is paired with 02a(d, b)2fla8,* = a/h@ and so either 
choice gives the same pair. 
These arguments how the terms are negated in pairs and the sum is 0. 
This completes the proof. 
We now show how Lemma 5.6 may be used to compute Tr Ukcl,,,(~T). 
Recall Uk(tO)=EIo(60@ TmRX). A basis for 6,@ T”R” may be taken as 
6,0ei, where ei=eil@ *+* Bei,,, with 1 <i,<x. By definition, E,(6,@ei)= 
(f,/m!)~sgn(a)c$(6,@e,), where CIE~,~, /REP,,. The 60@TmlR” com- 
ponent of a/3(b,,@ei) is 0 unless c&5, = 6,,. If c@, = a,, u and fl must both 
fix 6, and the free points of 6,, as well as in Lemma 3.5. The 6,@ T”R” 
component of E,&S,@eei) is uf,/m!, where u is the number of pairs (a, /I) 
such that a and fl both fix 6, as sgn(a) = 1 for such an a. 
We know from above that oT maps U,(t,) to itself. If 
the aO@ T’W” component is (C ajiej)(uf,)/m! The trace aT restricted to 
iY,(t,) is C uii. We use Lemma 5.2 to compute this. In particular we need 
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to known the ei component of aT(E,,(G,@ei)). The sum of these values 
over all i will be 
We know from Lemma 5.2 that the 6,@ T”R” component of 
o(T(c&i,@e,)) is a(T,,k(X))60,aBbo(ei). The ei component is 0 unless 
17(6,, @c?,) # 0 and ~17(6,, @bo)et = et. The condition ret= et for 
r E Sym(m) is that et = e, 0 ei, 0 .. . @eim have the same indices on each 
orbit of z. The number is therefore X”‘, where 171 is the number of orbits 
of 7. The number of e, such that aD(So, Q?bo)ct =et is ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
provided n(6,, c&j,,) # 0. This shows 
(5.7) Tr,(,o,(gT) =F c sgn(a)xy(60,aa60)xIsn(a0,~BSo)l, 
where the sum is over all c1 my,, and Peplo with ZZ(6,, a@,) nonzero. 
For each a, j? as above denote by a*, p* the permutations in yi;, pi; 
which act as a, /I on t, and fix the remaining points. Note all elements of y;; 
and pl; are of this form. Each orbit of S,* u a/?a@ containing added points 
contams exactly the added points corresponding to the same orbit of 
aZ7(&,, a/V,,). The number of these orbits is Ig(O, a/?&)[. This means 
It now follows that 
(5.8) for aeyi;, /lEpi(;. 
By combining 5.6 and 5.8 we obtain 
PROPOSITION 5.9. 
Tr uk(ro,(~~) = 0 if o#e 
Tr Uk(lO)(T) =&l*(x). 
Proof: Everything follows directly. The scalar for h,,.(x) is correct as 
in [6, Sect. 31. 
6. THE PROOF OF STANLEY’S CONJECTURE 
We will continue with the notation established in earlier sections. Recall 
that p is a partition off with exactly m odd parts and these m parts are 
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distinct. We chose a standard Young tableau to of shape p and proved in 
Sections 4 and 5 that for o E Sym(m) and x a sufficiently large positive 
integer, 
Tr uk(,o)(oT) = 
if a=e 
if 0 fe, 
where dim Vi is the dimension of the irreducible O,(R) module with high 
weight 1. The hnJx) are the scalars for which Stanley conjectured: 
(Conjecture S) h,,W 
h’*P(x)= (dim V’l(x))(l7h,,) 
Here dim V”(x) is the unique polynomial in x of degree )A( with the 
property that the dimension of Vt is dim V”(x) for sufficiently large x. The 
existence of such a polynomial was proved is [4], where the authors also 
proved that 
dim VA(x)= n 
x+& 
(i,i)eJ. hij 
with the 1, as defined at the end of Section 2. 
THEOREM 6.1. Conjecture S is true for all values of x. 
Proof. Let x be a positive integer greater than J Equating the right- 
hand sides of (1) and (2) we have 
1 {h,,,(x)(dim V”)} x”(a) = 
Acm 
i#7P*(x) ~th~r~i~e 
By orthogonality of the columns of the character table of Sym(m) we have 
that 
hA,,(x)(dim V”) = M(x) deg x1 
for all 1, where M(x) is a constant (i.e., independent of A). Taking (r = e 
above we have 
M(x) 1 (d-x x”)x”(e) = h,&) AHm > 
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Substituting above we have 
h,,,(x)(dim f@) = h,,.(x) 
Il~i,j)e~ h,’ 
This is exactly the statement of Conjecture S and so it is verified for all 
sufficiently large positive integers x. 
Also hi,,(x) is an algebraic function of x since it is an eigenvalue of the 
matrix Z,.,(x) which has polynomial entries. So 
h4,,W 
f%.bL(x) = h’~P(x)- (dim vi(x))(n h,) 
is an algebraic function with infinitely many zeros. It follows that f2,,(x) is 
identically zero, which proves Stanley’s conjecture. 
7. CONCLUSION 
Let p be a fixed partition off with m odd parts of distinct lengths. By 
Corollary 3.10 the polynomials h,,,(x) are Z-combinations of polynomials 
p,(x) for q H m. Here we think of q as indexing the conjugacy classes k, of 
Sym(m) and we write x1(q) for the value of the character x1 on the 
conjugacy class k,. The exact Z-combination giving hi,,(x) is 
(7.1) hdx) = c w,(vl) P,(X), 
tl 
where o,(q) = ( Ik,l/fi)xA(q). These on(q) are in Z and define the p-blocks 
of Sym(m) for p a prime. To be precise, characters x1, and x2* are in the 
same p-block if and only if 
O%,(V) = O%,(rl) (mod p) 
for all q (see [3]). Hence by (7.1) we have 
(7.2) h%,,p(x) = h,,,,(x) (mod PI 
whenever I~, and xi2 are in the same p-block. 
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Recall the polynomial h,(x) = (n hi,j) deg( V’l(x)) which has the form 
(7.3) hA(x)= n (x+Ai,j)* 
(i,.i)sA 
Here &j is defined by 
~, ,_ 
1 
i+j-&--AJ-2 if i<j 
r,, - jli+3Lj-i-j if i>j. 
By (7.2) and Theorem 6, we have that 
(7.4) h,,(x) = h,,(x) (mod P) 
whenever x1, and xi2 are in the same p block. 
For I a partition, let c(il;p) denote the p-core of Iz (see [7, p. 761). It is 
well known that xi1 and xiZ are in the same p-block if and only if 
c(il, ;p) = c(&;p). The following result, due to A. R. Calderbank and the 
authors, uses this fact to give a generalization of (7.4). The only proof 
known is an intricate combinatorial argument based on the description of 
hi(x) given in (7.3). 
THEOREM 7.1. For any partition 1 and any prime p we have 
hA(x)= {x(x- 1) . ..(x-p+ l)}‘h,,,,,,(x) (mod PI, 
where 
r = I4 - 144 P)I 
P * 
Certainly this result is interesting combinatorially. It would be nice to 
have a straightforward proof of Theorem 7.1. 
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